WILBUR A. MARKHAM
Registered Professional Engineer
Telephone 436-2310
ARCH CAPE, OREGON 97102

December 12, 1969
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NOTICE of REPAIR OF SECTION CORNER

This corner was and is the brass cap set in connection with the
dependent re survey of 1940. During the recent logging, the
live fir bearing tree for Section 30 was cut high, so that
the marks remain on the stump; the bearing tree for Section 29
is live and standing; the bearing trees for Sections 19 and 20
were cut low, marks removed, but lower part of the facing (grown
over) still showing; and the 1 1/2 inch iron pipe and brass cap was
plowed out by a bulldozer, but saved.

On December 12, 1969, in company of Max Graves, of Diamond Lumber
Co., I replaced this pipe and brass cap in its original hole,
checking position by measurements from the four remaining bearing
trees; bearings, by staff compass, from the corner as so re set
agree with the bearings shown in the record of the 1940 resetting
of this corner.

4 inch square aluminum tags, marked "S 19 BT" and "S 20 BT" with
"R & 18H2" were nailed to the respective bearing tree stumps.

W. A. Markham,
Registered Engineer No. 1842
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